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ABSTRACT   

In the research, a software for ECG signal based on Chaos encryption based on C#-programmed and Kit of 

Microsoft Visual Studio Development was implemented. A chaos logic map (ChLMp ) and its initial value are 

utilized to create Level-1 ECG signal based on Chaos encryption bit streams. A ChLMp, an initial value, a 

ChLMp bifurcation parameter, and two encryption level parameters are utilized to create level-2 ECG signal 

based on Chaos encryption bit streams. The level-3 ECG signal based on Chaos encryption software utilizes two 

parameters for the level of encryption, a permutation mechanism, an initial value, a bifurcation parameter of the 

level of encryption, and a ChLMp. We assess 16-channel ECG signals with great resolution utilizing encryption 

software. The level-3 ECG signal based on Chaos encryption program has the slowest and most reliable 

encryption speed. The encryption effect is superior, according to test findings, and when the right decoding 

parameter is utilized, the ECG signals may be completely recovered. The high resolution 16-channel ECG 

signals (HRMCECG) won't be recovered if an invalid input parameter occurred, such as a 0.00001% initial point 

error, which will result in chaotic encryption bit streams. 
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1. Introduction  

A mechanism of chaotic encryption is an interesting research topic. This encryption method is suitable for 

encrypting audio, images, video, and clinical ECG signals with large block files. Generate various beginning 

points and chaotic logistics maps utilizing various coding methods. A chaotic sequence is continuous and 

sensitive to the kind of chaotic logistic map and the beginning point. As contrast to block encryption approaches 

like Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman (RSA) and the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) algorithm[1]. It is 

commonly required to transmit patient records from specialist to specialist across foreign nations. Furthermore, 

patients are recording their own ECGs and keeping records with portable devices. Afterward, reports of these 

recordings are typically forwarded to a medical institution for evaluation. Recently, networks have been utilized 

to transfer electronic medical records from laboratories to hospitals or to specialist offices in an attempt to save 

costs and enhance services[2]. Consequently, a kind of remote assistance might emerge between worldwide 

cardiac specialists and nations without specialists, such as poor nations. In each of these cases, the ECG signal 
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must be encrypted to preserve confidentiality[3]. Many patients subscribe to wireless telecardiology 

applications for rapidly diagnosis of cardiovascular disease (CVD), rescue services of emergency, events based 

on on-site cardiologist attendance, etc. The patient is connected to portable electrocardiography (ECG) 

acquisition equipment that transmits ECG packets to his phone via Bluetooth[4]. Wireless telecardiology apps 

need patients to visit a hospital or surveillance center for fast cardiovascular disease diagnosis. (CVD), 

emergency rescue services, and events requiring presence of a cardiologist on-site. ECGs transmitted in plain 

text, as shown in Figure 1, can compromise the patient's privacy and be spoofable[5][6]. A patient's ECG signal 

contains sensitive cardiovascular information. Hence, If these ECG segments are not encrypted get mishandled 

and endanger the sensitive health information about the patient, it would violate HIPAA. Insurance companies, 

in particular, may profit from the disclosure of this private health information. Fraudsters can exploit the 

recorded ECG segment to gain unauthorized access to sensitive areas, such as medical services since ECG is 

utilized for biometric identification. To protect patients' privacy and prevent potential spoof attacks, ECG 

segments must be encrypted (as are medical photos). The wavelet-based [6] approach, the noised smearing 

technique, and the permutation cipher were previously utilized. Even though all of these approaches are 

computationally expensive, they are still suitable for the embedded systems and mobile devices with limited 

capacity of the computational[7]. This paper builds a chaotic multi-scroll ECG encryption system. For many 

different cryptographic keys, a chaos system may generate an extremely lengthy random sequence. It will be 

feasible to create a pseudo-one-time pad method as a result. The chaos cryptographic session key has been 

distributed via the Diffie–Hellman key exchange protocol[8][9]. The suggested encryption for ECG effectively 

hides the identity of the patient utilizing 12 publicly accessible ECG segments utilizing spectrum analysis. 

Furthermore, HIPAA law is protected by upholding patients' sensitive health information[10].  

 

 
 

Figure 1.  Architecture of suggested ECG based on Chaos encryption system 

 
 

2. Related literature review 

Secure communications offer a wide range of utilizes that many researchers have developed and suggested. 

Basically, the writers who employ synchronization and the authors who do not may be loosely split into two 

groups in terms of how they approach this significant issue in writing. The process of two (or more) chaotic 

systems coming together to exhibit a shared dynamical behavior after a transient duration is known as 

synchronization of chaos, as suggested by the name. Here, the common behavior might be a simple phase 

locking or a full coincidence of the chaotic trajectories. Numerous ideas of synchronization for chaotic systems 

have been put out from the work of Kolumban et al. [11], the most effective and frequent is identically 

synchronized when the state of the transmitter and the receiving system asymptotically converge [12]. Two less 

reliable synchronization ideas, generalized synchronization [13], and synchronization of the phase [14], have 

also been introduced more recently. Signal recovery is highly challenging since the chaotic synchronization 

methods that have been reported so far are very sensitive to channel distortion and noise. Because 
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synchronization is so sensitive to noise, several writers have experimented with a variety of strategies that do 

not need synchronization. Chaos shift keying (CSK) is the first of this kind [15]. A kind of digital modulation 

is CSK. Depending on message symbol's current value, one of the N chaos generators with a variety of 

properties, signal xi(t), I = 1, N), is transmitted. The CSK's primary flaw is that the decision circuit's necessary 

threshold level is dependent on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The chaotic on-off keying (COOK) is a specific 

instance of CSK [16]. One chaotic oscillator, utilized by COOK, is turned on/ off according on the binary 

message's transmission symbol. The primary flaw of the CSK system, which is that the threshold value of the 

decision circuit depends on the amount of noise, also exists in COOK.. The maximum distance between the 

signal set's components can be achieved via COOK, however the decision circuit's necessary level of threshold 

depends on the SNR (Signal on Noise Ratio). Nevertheless, by utilizing the differential CSK, the threshold value 

may be maintained while the distance is doubled (DCSK).  

 

In DCSK, time division creates the two channels. The modulated reference carrying the message symbol is 

transmitted after the reference signal for every message symbol. Every bit of information is transmitted via 

functions of the two sample due to the bit rate being halved, which is the main disadvantage of DCSK. To 

address this issue, authors [17] suggested frequency modulation DCSK (FM-DCSK) in the literature. This 

system's peculiarity is that it maintains a consistent amount of transmitted energy for per bit that belongs to a 

single symbol. The sole difference between DCSK and FM modulator is that the DCSK modulator's input is an 

FM modulated signal rather than a chaotic one. In the FM-DCSK standard system, just one information bearing 

is sent after the reference signal, which is a drawback[18]. The quadratic chaos shift keying (QCSK) scheme is 

one of the most effective ones among the many techniques that have been suggested in the literature to boost 

the data rate of DCSK. The QCSK scheme's fundamental premise is the chaotic signals generation that are 

orthogonal over a predetermined time period. As a result, it is arbitrary to build any kind of chaotic signal 

constellation from a base of chaotic functions. For instance, the QCSK encoding of four symbols utilizes two 

chaotic basis functions in a linear fashion[19]. The essential need for utilizing this concept in a communication 

system is the ability of the chaotic basis functions generation beginning with a single chaotic signal. The same 

idea applies to common digital communication protocols like QPSK, where a conventional phase shifter may 

be utilized to extract the quadrature component from phase one. Its high level of complexity is this method's 

principal drawback[20]. 

 

3. Data collection (dataset) 

Utilizing a select few entries from the Normal Sinus Rhythm Database (NSRDB), we validated our 

suggested model of ECG-based person identification. Every submission included four ECG segments that were 

randomly selected for utilize in our experimentations. At a rate of 128 Hz, the obtained ECG signals were 

sampled. The duration of every ECG segment was 5 s, which translates to 5 × 128 or 640 samples per segment. 

The resolution of the ECG was 10 bits. As a result, every ECG segment resembled like a vector with 640 

elements and a accuracy of around three digits after the decimal[21][22]. 

 

4. Chaotic encryption mechanisms  

Utilizing a limited sample of data from the Normal Sinus Rhythm Database, our suggested person identification 

model of ECG-based was validated (NSRDB). For our experimentations, from each entry, four ECG segments 

were chosen randomly [23]. The ECG signals that were recorded were sampled at a rate of 128 Hz. The length 

of each ECG segment was 5s, which translates 5 128 or 640 samples in a single segment. The ECG resolution 

had an 10 bits. Each ECG segment thus resembled a vector with 640 elements and about 3-digit accuracy after 

the decimal [24]. 
 

 
Figure 2.  Chaos server and the mobile for the patient with the 3-step key exchange utilization 
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5. System description of encryption /decryption  

Figure 1, illustrates the EDS's overall organization. The generator unit of ECG signal, unit of encryption , and 

unit of decryption make up the device. 

 

5.1. ECG Generator unit 

A MICROCHIP 16F84A microcontroller (MC) serves as the foundation of the generator. The following is 

how the ECG is generated: ECG period that was sampled at 255 Hz and digitalized at 8 bits is preserved in the 

MC's Flash memory[25]. The DAC0808 digital-to-analog converter receives this data from the MC repeatedly 

at a rate of 255 Hz, and our system utilizes its output after passing it through a voltage divider across resistor 

R6 to increase the produced signal voltage level  to 3 mV peak-to-peak. The circuitry representation is shown 

in Figure 2[26]. 

 

5.2. Encrypting unit  

As its primary two sub-units, this unit is structured around the generator of the chaotic and the multiplexing 

and encryption subunit[27]. 

 

5.3. Generator of the chaotic 

A Colpitts oscillator serves as the chaotic generator. The LC circuit is positioned at the NPN bipolar junction's 

collector transistor and consists of a voltage divider with components of dual capacitors (capacitor(C1) and 

capacitor(C2) coupled to output transistor of a bipolar junction (BJT). The BJT Q2N2222 is the circuit's 

nonlinear component in this oscillator[28]. Figure 3 shows a representation of the circuit we utilized. Any of 

the two capacitors' voltages displays erratic behavior. The ECG in the EDS is encrypted utilizing this 

signal[29]. 

 

 
Figure 3. General organization of the EDS 

 

A Colpitts oscillator serves as the chaotic generator. The LC circuit is positioned at the NPN bipolar 

junction's collector transistor and consists of a voltage divider with components of dual capacitors 

(capacitor(C1) and capacitor(C2) coupled to output transistor of a bipolar junction (BJT). The BJT 

Q2N2222 is the circuit's nonlinear component in this oscillator [28]. Figure 3 shows a representation of 

the circuit we utilized. Any of the two capacitors' voltages displays erratic behavior. The ECG in the 

EDS is encrypted utilizing this signal [29]. 

 

5.4.  Unit of decrypting  

The signal to this device is entered into a One-to-Two DE-Multiplexer (DMX), which gets the encrypted 

ECG. The substractor receives the two DMX outputs, which then transfers its output to a 

Low_Pass_Filter for hidden ECG signal retrieving [30][31].  

 

5.5. Software application and performance testing 

Figure HRMCECGs prior to encryption, which was observed utilizing ECG software for enabling medical 

observation of heartrate developed by the Nicolet Company. This encryption software can be applied 

utilizing the following steps [32]: 

First, load the HRMCECGs into the "Chaos Encryption2" software for testing chaotic encryption and 

decryption.  

Second: Enter the location and file name of the encrypted file and save them.  
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Third: Choose on the encryption level and set the rl, r2, xl, x2, nf, and df encryption parameters. Within 

the following ranges, actual values may be utilized to fill in the encryption parameters: rl, r2: 3.6 to 4.0. 

xl, x2, df: zero to one, nf: ten thousand to ten million. The following is a list of the proper encryption 

settings for this experiment: the degree of encryption Level-3: nf=10000; df=0.2; rl=3.965; xl=0.321; 

r2=3.811; x2=0.124.  

Fourth: The encryption process takes 127 seconds; just click the ENC button to begin. Step 5: As indicated 

in Fig. 4, utilize ECG software to see the encrypted HRMCECG heartrate. 

Sixth: Upload the encrypted ECG signals to the software "Chaos Encryption2. 0" for chaotic encryption 

and decryption. 

Seven: Set the location and file name of the decrypted file and save them. 

Eight: Enter the decryption parameters rl, r2, xl, x2, nf, and df after choosing the appropriate degree of 

decryption. 

Nine: Utilize the ECG software to see the HRMCECGs that have been properly encrypted. 

Ten: With the proper decryption parameters r2, xl, x2, nf, and df entered and the incorrect decryption 

parameter r1 with a 0.00001% starting mistake, choose the right degree of decryption.  

Eleven: Check the incorrectly decrypted HRMCECGs with the ECG software. The testing HRMCECGs 

had data sizes of 28.538 Kbytes, 14.493 Kbytes, and 17.277 Kbytes, respectively, and their heartrates 

were timed at 42 min 42 s, 13 min 18 s, and 11 min 11 s, respectively. The encryption process employed 

level-3 encryption, taking 127, 97, and 103 seconds, respectively [33]. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.  The offline ECG was suggested based on Chaos encryption software 

 

 
 

Figure 5. shows a working window of the offline ECG based on Chaos encryption software 
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5.6. Difference in percentage-root mean (PRD) 

The Percentage Root means difference specifies the fidelity by wise comparison with the raw data. In spite of 

their extensive utilization, the accurate quality of signal reconstructions is not shown by PRD, and the evaluation 

via visual examination has to be executed onto the decompressed signals. PRD is signified as[34]: 

 

PRD = √
∑ (x(n)−x′(n))2N

n=1

∑ x2(n)N
n=1

x 100                         (1) 

 

where x(n) and x'(n) x n equates the original and reconstructed the values of the sample accordingly, and N is 

the size of the window utilized to determine the PRD. The PRD low value signifies a preferably less error among 

the original signal and signal reconstructed.  The below table 4.3, illustrates the PRD measurement of the ECG 

signal rec. 134 taken from  MIT-BIH Arrhythmia dataset[35]. 

 
5.7.  Quality Score (QS) 

QS is the CR-ration and PRD which quantifies the performance overall of the Encryption/Decryption technique. 

A high quality score denotes great performance with little mistake. QS is defined as follows[36]: 
 

QS =
CR

PRD
                                                          (2) 

 

6. Conclusion  

Based on the results of our previous studies on chaotic encryption, we developed offline chaos-based 

HRMCECG heartrate encryption and decryption software utilizing C# programming and the development kit 

of Microsoft Visual Studio. Additionally, a recommendations and advice regarding its application and 

encryption and decryption performance was also provided. The results of tests on the actual files indicate that 

the offline chaos-based HRMCECG heartrate encryption and decryption software developed in this study 

performs outstandingly. In future studies, we will devote greater effort to developing more robust ECG signal 

based on Chaos encryption software and a simpler interface for encryption parameter input. 
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